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It replaces the old SR introduced in which was based on the original SRR superbike, although
its four-cylinder engine was detuned from bhp to bhp, rising to bhp in And here it is, based
heavily on the latest and greatest RR, but significantly reworked. The 5kg lighter engine has
been retuned to maximise midrange and produces an unchanged peak power of bhp at 11,rpm.
Peak torque is The gearing has also been tweaked for quieter running and better cruising
capabilities in the three highest ratios. The SR also gets an impressive 6. You can also adapt the
ergonomics of the bike thanks to an adjustable handlebar clamp and optional 10mm bar risers.
There's a trio of riding modes on offer - Rain, Road and Dynamic - plus an optional Dynamic Pro
mode that becomes available if you select the Riding Modes Pro option. The latter also nets you
engine braking control, engine drag torque control and a 'Power Wheelie' mode. BMW will also
be offering a range of optional extras, including an M package, a Carbon package and Milled
Parts package. There are plenty of ways to personalise your bike. Its 34bhp, cc single gets
improved throttle response, an automatic idle speed booster to help prevent stalling and an
anti-hop clutch. New four-way adjustable clutch and brake levers should also appeal to novice
riders while the bike also gets a subtle styling update including new LED headlight. Spy pics
show that BMW are testing a new version of their SR to take on the latest crop of high-tech
super nakeds. This new bike appears to change all that but let's begin with the heart of the
machine: the motor. The new SR is powered by the cc inline-four from the SRR but the big
question is whether it will have the new ShiftCam technology. ShiftCam can unlock extra power
at the top end, without compromising the midrange, all while staying on the right side of
emissions laws. Where it will really benefit from new tech though is in the electronics. That said
the SRR has a single button that turns all the rider aids off if you want to go wild â€” hopefully
this does too. Also helping to tame the beast is what appears to be a set of wings, suggesting
even BMW are getting in on the act. That means lots of creature comforts such as Bluetooth
connectivity as well as heated grips, cruise control and sat nav in the dash. Matching the rest of
the BMW range, the front calipers are now Hayes instead of Brembo, while the suspension
appears to be semi-active Marzocchi units. Best get saving. Read the latest stories causing a
buzz this week in Newsâ€¦. Harley-Davidson turn the adventure bike market on its head with the
new Pan America. Harley-Davidson have revealed the full details of their Pan America adventure
bike â€” and it has the Project bikes prepped for post-lockdown ridemiles fun. Weekly wind-on:
your roundup of the stories that mattered in motorbikes this week. This week we saw a stealthy
new colour option for the Bimota Tesi H2. The Carbon Edition forgoes the Interest in collectable
bikes climbs during Covid. First Indian Chief custom boasts show and go. Ex-motorcross pro
Carey Hart has customised the new Indian Chief to stunning effect, turning it from As the world
continues to battle the devastating impact of Covid on our personal and business
Harley-Davidson turn the adventure bike market on its head with the new Pan America
Harley-Davidson have revealed the full details of their Pan America adventure bike â€” and it
has the European model shown. Always pushing to the limit and in search of the ideal line,
you've got HP beneath you. Unbridled power pushes your RR to the max - with a maximum
torque of 83 lb-ft at 11, rpm and a torque curve of at least 74 lb-ft over a range of 5, to 14, [rpm].
Ten years after the first generation of the RR first mesmerized the world of motorcycles, we're
now entering the next level of performance. We have updated almost every component of the
RR - from the front to the rear. The result: less weight and noticeably higher performance. Are
you ready for the pole position and for victory? The RR awaits you. Committed to the racing
tradition. The Motorsport finish sends a clear signal far and wide: Here's a powerful machine full
of sportiness, agility and dynamics. The name says it all: The color Hockenheim Silver Metallic
reflects your love of the circuits of this world and the hunt for the ideal line. When it comes to
top performance, the RR is your perfect partner. And not just on the road, but also on the track.
In a few simple steps, you can dismantle both the rearview mirror and the license plate bracket
and you've got a racing bike. The optionally available M Package turns your RR into the ultimate
racing machine. Here the weight is once more reduced by around 7. The redesigned
four-cylinder engine is the RR power train. Not only was the peak output increased to HP at 13,
rpm, but the torque curve was also optimized. Thanks to BMW ShiftCam technology, which
selects the valve opening time and the valve lift by means of the camshaft, significantly more
torque and power is applied even in low and medium engine speed ranges. In addition,
numerous other components were adapted to further optimize weight, space and design. These
include a new timing concept, hollow-drilled titanium intake valves and an improved and
self-reinforcing multi-disc, anti-hopping wet clutch N. The engine is now narrower and about 9
lbs lighter, which improves both the handling and the ergonomics. You will notice this
immediately when you first get on. Sets a symbol that is impossible to overhear: here comes an
RR. For the first time at BMW Motorrad, turn signals, brake lights and tail lights are all
integrated into one unit. In a few simple steps, this can be dismantled for use on the track.

Pioneer among the superbikes: the 6. Configuring the Ride Modes is extremely easy. Everything
under control: Thanks to the intuitive menu guidance, you control the information and settings
on the 6. With the optional M carbon wheels with a 0. By reducing the rotating mass, the agility
and ultimately the performance of the bike is significantly increased. Maximum support and
energy-saving ergonomics for maximum performance: Never before has relaxed riding and the
battle for the last hundredths of a second been as enjoyable as with the new M seat of the BMW
RR. Unique selling point of gargantuan stature: from the track to series production. The RR is
the only superbike equipped with a swing arm on the trussing. When you first accelerate you
will immediately notice: that this bike's torque curve is captivating even at low and middle
speeds thanks to BMW's ShiftCam technology. The intake valves are controlled as needed by
means of a control camshaft. Depending on the speed, the valve lift and timing of the valve
opening are adjusted to ensure the best performance for you and your RR. So you decide
whether your bike needs the maximum stability or the highest possible performance. On the
road or on the track: This feature is a must. With the standard feature Gear Shift Assist Pro, you
can smoothly shift up or down without pulling the clutch lever, so you can fully concentrate on
the road. At the same time, the load-bearing influences on the body and rear wheel have been
reduced to a minimum. The result: you're faster, more stable and can enjoy even higher
performance and more riding pleasure. Now the electronic valve is parallel to the mechanical
valve. If necessary, the damping is reduced or increased in 10 milliseconds via this bypass line.
For the road or the track, you can rely on exceptional damping. The suspension spring can also
be adjusted manually. This applies not only to the front headlights but to the front turn signals,
which have been moved from the fairing to the mirrors on the new RR. For the rear of the bike,
the turn signal, brake and tail light have been combined into one component. With 6. You can
choose between the Pure Ride screen that's reduced to the essentials, or one of three Core Ride
screens that display other important information. Everything under control with the
multi-controller on the left handlebar: Simply scroll through the menu of your 6. Not only is the
new RR a lot lighter at a mere lbs, it's also got the perfect ergonomics. The frame, tank, seat, tail
and footpegs have all been modified for more support, freedom of movement, more feedback
and better knee closure. The new RR is equipped with an aluminum swing arm and offers you
better power distribution and less reaction from the chassis when accelerating. That saves the
tires. The standard shock absorber of the new RR is now further away from the engine and is
therefore less exposed to heat. In addition, a larger damper piston improves damping in all
riding situations. This allows not only more freedom of movement, but also the perfect amount
of contact with the motorcycle while riding. The standard seat height is In addition to the
standard seat, there's also the optional M seat for the new RR. Its firmness and slip-resistant
cover save power when accelerating or braking hard, and bring more stability to the bike. The M
seat is part of the M Package. It is available in three seat heights 32 in, It's so fast to convert
your RR from a cruising bike to a racing machine: the tail light integrated into the LED turn
signals and the license plate light are both attached to the license plate bracket unit. The big
advantage here is that in just a few simple steps you can remove the license plate bracket and
lighting and be ready for the track in no time. All four are perfectly tailored to the respective
conditions and provide more performance or more stability and safety, as desired. Racers, in
particular, get their money's worth with the special Ride Modes Pro option. With the
multi-controller you can configure the following settings via the full-color 6. Thanks to the latest
6-axis sensor technology and torque precontrol, DTC support is particularly smooth and
powerful, and performs no matter the gear, speed and inclination. With the next-generation DTC,
you get more efficient, powerful and safer traction control and thus even more forward
momentum. The new RR has, as the only street-legal standard superbike, an aluminum
undercarriage, which had previously only been used on the racing scene. The 0. In addition, the
shock absorber, which can be adjusted in terms of tension and rebound as well as the
suspension, is installed farther away from the engine and is thus less exposed to heat. This has
significant advantages for the shock absorber. By changing the strut ratio from 1. This friction
minimization increases comfort and performance since the power build-up in the strut occurs
quickly and accurately. The entire system is thus much gentler on the tires. Dynamic Damping
Control DDC showcases a recently developed control philosophy of the electronic chassis and
mechanical damping component. Regardless of whether you're on a country road or the track the electronic valve always provides the maximum damping, depending on the riding mode and
purpose. It is now parallel to the mechanical valve. The anodized floating piston rod is
extremely sensitive. If required, the Shim Package can also be adapted by chassis specialists.
The fork is also controlled by means of a linear position sensor with DDC. Damping is regulated
here globally and in traction and compression stages. The suspension can be manually varied
as needed. Performance you can see. The RR doesn't shy away from a challenge. This is not

only evident from its sporty design, but also the technology that's inside. Home Models All
Models Sport. News Gallery Events Int. S RR. Build Your Own. Share Share. Share this page.
Choose your color. Motorsport Committed to the racing tradition. Hockenheim Silver Metallic
The name says it all: The color Hockenheim Silver Metallic reflects your love of the circuits of
this world and the hunt for the ideal line. Black Storm Metallic. Designed for the pole position.
Anyone who looks at it immediately understands that this is a high performance motorcycle.
Every part of the RR has been designed to get the most out of it. Take, for instance, the frame
layout with its new suspension technology that makes the RR lighter and more precise. The
standard LED headlights give the bike a dynamic and aggressive look. The front indicators have
moved from the fairing to the rearview mirrors, which not only looks aesthetically pleasing, but
it also provides improved visibility. Seen from the rear, the RR dominates in terms of design and
functionality: "All-in-one" is the motto here. In addition to license plate lighting, the license plate
bracket now also includes LED turn signals, tail lights and brake lights. Ready for the track.
Four cylinders and unrivaled performance. Standard exhaust Sets a symbol that is impossible
to overhear: here comes an RR. Tail unit. M carbon wheels. LED lights. M seat. Swing arm on
trussing. An overview of the technical highlights. BMW ShiftCam technology: a combination of
optimized torque and top-end performance. Standard Gear Shift Assist Pro: switch gears in
milliseconds with maximum stability and performance. Lighting design: LED, visible, dynamic,
aggressive. Ergonomics: more comfort, support and freedom of movement. Strut and swing
arm: performance, sensitivity and adjustability â€” everything for your personal victory.
Standard seat and special equipment: always firmly in the saddle. License plate bracket with
lighting components: everything all in one and easily dismantled. Technology made for
maximum performance in every situation. More stability and better force application. Perfect
damping on all routes. ProRace gloves. ProRace gloves not only protect your fingers, but
they're also extremely comfortable. Not available for sale in California. Learn More. ProRace
boots. These boots are for real racers. Carbon hard shells on shin and heel provide extra
protection and stability. Learn more. Unbridled power pushes your RR to the max â€” with a
maximum torque of 83 lb-ft at 11, rpm and a torque curve of at least 74 lb-ft over a range of 5, to
14, [rpm]. We have updated almost every component of the RR â€” from the front to the rear.
The result: less weight and noticeably higher performance. Are you ready for the pole position
and for victory? The RR awaits you. Dynamic stands for the purest form of racing sport and
riding pleasure. Added to this is the constant balance between reason and unreasonableness.
And all of this with unchanged and impressive performance values â€” despite being adapted to
the EU-4 standard. Find out about all the technical data and standard equipment here. Anyone
who looks at it immediately understands that this is a high performance motorcycle. Every part
of the RR has been designed to get the most out of it. Take, for instance, the frame layout with
its new suspension technology that makes the RR lighter and more precise. In addition, there is
the ergonomically focused seating position, which is unrivaled thanks to the modified frame
and fairing design. The standard LED headlights give the bike a dynamic and aggressive look.
The front indicators have moved from the fairing to the rearview mirrors, which not only looks
aesthetically pleasing, but it also provides improved visibility. In addition to license plate
lighting, the license plate bracket now also includes LED turn signals, tail lights and brake
lights. When it comes to top performance, the RR is your perfect partner. And not just on the
road, but also on the track. The optionally available M Package turns your RR into the ultimate
racing machine. Here the weight is once more reduced by around 7. Four cylinders and
unrivaled performance. The redesigned four-cylinder engine is the RR power train. Not only was
the peak output increased to HP at 13, rpm, but the torque curve was also optimized. Thanks to
BMW ShiftCam technology, which selects the valve opening time and the valve lift by means of
the camshaft, significantly more torque and power is applied even in low and medium engine
speed ranges. In addition, numerous other components were adapted to further optimize
weight, space and design. These include a new timing concept, hollow-drilled titanium intake
valves and an improved and self-reinforcing multi-disc, anti-hopping wet clutch N. The engine is
now narrower and about 9 lbs lighter, which improves both the handling and the ergonomics.
You will notice this immediately when you first get on. BMW ShiftCam technology: a
combination of optimized torque and top-end performance. The intake valves are controlled as
needed by means of a control camshaft. Depending on the speed, the valve lift and timing of the
valve opening are adjusted to ensure the best performance for you and your RR. So you decide
whether your bike needs the maximum stability or the highest possible performance. Standard
Gear Shift Assist Pro: switch gears in milliseconds with maximum stability and performance. On
the road or on the track: This feature is a must. With the standard feature Gear Shift Assist Pro,
you can smoothly shift up or down without pulling the clutch lever, so you can fully concentrate
on the road. At the same time, the load-bearing influences on the body and rear wheel have

been reduced to a minimum. Now the electronic valve is parallel to the mechanical valve. If
necessary, the damping is reduced or increased in 10 milliseconds via this bypass line. For the
road or the track, you can rely on exceptional damping. The suspension spring can also be
adjusted manually. Lighting design: LED, visible, dynamic, aggressive. This applies not only to
the front headlights but to the front turn signals, which have been moved from the fairing to the
mirrors on the new RR. For the rear of the bike, the turn signal, brake and tail light have been
combined into one component. With 6. Everything under control with the multi-controller on the
left handlebar: Simply scroll through the menu of your 6. Ergonomics: more comfort, support
and freedom of movement. The frame, tank, seat, tail and footpegs have all been modified for
more support, freedom of movement, more feedback and better knee closure. The interplay of
the milled footpegs and the new handlebar ergonomics with the M seat, in addition to even more
feedback, lets you ride longer and concentrate on achieving faster lap times. Strut and swing
arm: performance, sensitivity and adjustability â€” everything for your personal victory. The
new RR is equipped with an aluminum swing arm and offers you better power distribution and
less reaction from the chassis when accelerating. That saves the tires. The standard shock
absorber of the new RR is now further away from the engine and is therefore less exposed to
heat. In addition, a larger damper piston improves damping in all riding situations. Standard
seat and special equipment: always firmly in the saddle. This allows not only more freedom of
movement, but also the perfect amount of contact with the motorcycle while riding. The
standard seat height is Its firmness and slip-resistant cover save power when accelerating or
braking hard, and bring more stability to the bike. The M seat is part of the M Package. It is
available in three seat heights 32 in, License plate bracket with lighting components: everything
all in one and easily dismantled. The big advantage here is that in just a few simple steps you
can remove the license plate bracket and lighting and be ready for the track in no time. All four
are perfectly tailored to the respective conditions and provide more performance or more
stability and safety, as desired. Technology made for maximum performance in every situation.
With the multi-controller you can configure the following settings via the full-color 6. Thanks to
the latest 6-axis sensor technology and torque precontrol, DTC support is particularly smooth
and powerful, and performs no matter the gear, speed and inclination. With the next-generation
DTC, you get more efficient, powerful and safer traction control and thus even more forward
momentum. More stability and better force application. The new RR has, as the only street-legal
standard superbike, an aluminum undercarriage, which had previously only been used on the
racing scene. The 0. In addition, the shock absorber, which can be adjusted in terms of tension
and rebound as well as the suspension, is installed farther away from the engine and is thus
less exposed to heat. This has significant advantages for the shock absorber. By changing the
strut ratio from 1. This friction minimization increases comfort and performance since the power
build-up in the strut occurs quickly and accurately. The entire system is thus much gentler on
the tires. Perfect damping on all routes. Dynamic Damping Control DDC showcases a recently
developed control philosophy of the electronic chassis and mechanical damping component. It
is now parallel to the mechanical valve. The anodized floating piston rod is extremely sensitive.
If required, the Shim Package can also be adapted by chassis specialists. The fork is also
controlled by means of a linear position sensor with DDC. Damping is regulated here globally
and in traction and compression stages. The suspension can be manually varied as needed.
Los Angeles. Through its involvement in events and collaborative ventures, BMW Motorrad
brings people together [â€¦]. Team Suzuki Press Office â€” February Petronas Yamaha Sepang
Racing Team riders continue with their work programme at Sepang International Circuit and
both finish inside top fifteen, with the rookie Fabio Quartararo in 14th and Franco Morbidelli in
15th. Intense heat [â€¦]. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of
Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. BMW made 1,
SRRs in to satisfy World Superbike homologation requirements, but expanded production for
commercial sale of the bike in It has a standard anti-lock braking system , with an optional
electronic traction control. The bike came factory fitted with ABS and dynamic traction control,
a first for road-going superbike at the time. On top of this, it came standard with three riding
modes Wet, Sport and Race with an additional riding mode Slick available only after connecting
a dongle, that you received with the bike, to a special jack under the seat. It was also the first
production motorcycle to offer an optional quick shifter. This is a clutchless shifter that allowed
you to upshift with no clutch actuation even at full throttle. After the initial delivery of
motorcycles the factory started shipping them with a software governor that limited RPM to for
a short break in period that was later removed by the dealers. In , the bike received slightly more

significant changes. It was given a new face of the tachometer as well as new throttle maps for
each of the four riding modes, to combat throttle response issues that customers were facing
with the bike. To further aid this issue, BMW updated the throttle tube to be lighter and have a
shorter pull. This allowed for the oil sump heat shield to be removed, saving a small amount of
weight. The optional DTC Dynamic Traction Control was also updated, smoothing the butterfly
valve action when a wheelie was detected, providing a less violent intervention to the bikes
front wheel lifting off the ground. The angle of the steering head was also revised and the offset
of the fork was reduced by 2. The triple clamp on top of the fork was also updated to a forged
aluminium component. Lastly, the spring rates and valving in the suspension were overhauled,
including special check valves to allow for completely independent compression and rebound
adjustment, coupled with a way adjustable steering damper. The visual updates included new
heel plates, a slimmer-looking tail section and reshaped side panels with plastic winglets said to
improve aerodynamics at speed. Smaller visual updates included grilles on the side of the tank
plastics and a new "RR" logo. In the bike did not receive the same level of updates of the bike.
The HP4 also introduced combined braking, meaning that in all modes except slick, the back
brake is applied automatically when the rider applies the front brake. The HP4 was also
equipped with more electronic features, launch control and pit-mode, all accessible from the
controls on the handlebars. The bike was also given its own colorway and an HP4-specific
tachometer face. Also available at extra cost was a competition and premium package which
included HP carbon engine belly pan, side spoilers and trim, HP folding clutch and brake levers,
HP adjustable rider footrests, standard forged wheels finished in Racing Blue Metallic, a decal
kit, optional heated grips, a pillion rider kit and an anti-theft alarm. The handlebars were also
slightly modified, as well as some very minor changes to the fairings. In , the SRR saw major
updates and changes. This was achieved through reshaping the ports, a new cam profile, lighter
valves and shorter velocity stacks drawing from a larger airbox. An all-new exhaust has also
been implemented, drawing from the previous years HP4, adding a controlled interference pipe
and acoustic valves. More options made available in the variant were included in the "Dynamic
Package" which included BMW's Quickshift Assist Pro, allowing for clutchless up and
downshifts. To the electronics, BMW again added smoother front wheel lift intervention and a
new "User" mode, where the rider is able to customize some defined parameters, allowing for a
fully personalized riding experience. More learnings from the HP4 include combined braking
automatically activating the rear brake when the front brake is applied , on-the-fly ABS and DTC
control and lean angle sensors that provide a readout on the dash. The new chassis geometry
provides increased rider feedback from the front end the rear wheel. The muffler was changed
to a larger can, while the fairings became more aerodynamically advanced adding vents and
slips to allow for better stability at high speed. In , a non- street legal , track-only variant, the
HP4 Race was added, made in a limited production run of units. This new engine employs BMW
ShiftCam technology on the intake side, which varies intake valve timing and lift. The system
has sliding concentric outer shafts, with two different cam profiles on them, on a splined inner
shaft with the drive on one end. The outer shafts are moved by a movable pin engaging in a
cammed slot on the shaft, which slides the outer camshaft section left and right as needed.
BMW claims the addition of this system gives the SRR a more linear torque curve than its
predecessor. The camshafts are now directly powered by the crankshaft, thus eliminating the
need for the previous idler gear. The water and oil pumps are combined into one component for
a compact design. The exhaust system is also 1. There are four preset riding modes: "Rain",
"Road", "Dynamic" and "Race", as well as three "Pro" modes, which can be custom tuned and
come with a three-stage engine-braking adjustment. The chassis has been revamped for the
SRR, which is focusing on weight reduction while improving handling. The aluminium perimeter
frame drops 1. With a focus on improving agility, BMW steepened the steering head angle to
The fuel tank and seat design are now slimmer. The front fairing is narrower and more
aerodynamic than its predecessor, also housing twin symmetrical LED headlights, with the
intake directly centered at the front for optimum airflow. The instrumentation now uses a 6. The
M package, the first of any BMW motorcycle, is available, which includes motorsport paint
finish, M carbon fiber wheels, an M lightweight battery, M Chassis Kit with rear ride height
adjustment and swingarm pivot, the M Sport seat and a "Pro" riding mode. The package
reduces the weight further to The factory race bike used in the Superbike World Championship
differs in a number of ways from the production bike. Until , it had a The SRR engined Suter
machine placed first in its class and finished 12th overall. He stated " Dunlop won the Superbike
and Senior races at the TT festival on essentially the same machine, again provided by Hawk
Racing, setting a new absolute solo-machine course record, averaging Peter Hickman won the
Macau Grand Prix in and In March , BMW released a video on YouTube titled "The oldest trick in
the world", which highlighted the SRR's acceleration by pulling a tablecloth off a long seat

dining table without disturbing the place settings and table decorations. Its popularity turned
the ad viral , with 1. The stunt was replicated in detail, with the exception that a different and
less powerful motorcycle was usedâ€”a Buell R , owned and ridden by the show's co-presenter
Jamie Hyneman. The opinion of the television program was that the video was fake as the only
way it could be reproduced was by placing a plastic sheet on top of the tableclothâ€”thus
eliminating any contact between the tablecloth and the table settings. BMW issued a recall for
bikes built between Sept. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from BMW K
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Aluminium twin-spar. Both of those elements come from the superbike, but the BMW SR sees
its inline-four engine tuned for better street performance, ra
2014 mustang brochure
dodge 3500 headlights
cavalier intake manifold
ther than outright track speed. If those numbers sound familiar to you, they should. BMW
Motorrad has also fiddled with the gearbox on the SR, making 4th, 5th, and 6th gears taller,
which helps with engine noise, engine vibrations, and fuel consumption while cruising. The
Germans say that over 10 lbs have been cut off the SR, with a claimed wet weight of lbs kg for
the model. It does feature a six-axis IMU though, and if your coin can handle it, a robust set of
rider aids. Presumably that would be less of an issue with the SR road bike, but we will have to
wait and see. Despite his best efforts, Jensen is called one of the most influential bloggers in
the motorcycle industry, and sometimes consults for motorcycle companies, whether they've
solicited his expertise or not. Jensen Beeler Despite his best efforts, Jensen is called one of the
most influential bloggers in the motorcycle industry, and sometimes consults for motorcycle
companies, whether they've solicited his expertise or not.

